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Abstract: The great extension and propagation of networks have resulted in the creation of new threats 
against networks. In spite of the production and the daily updating of many types of software against 
such threats, these have continued their negative effects. The main concern for many researchers has 
been the construction of software systems to evaluate these threats, detect their origins, and evade the 
dangers they can inflict on networks. Accordingly, the present paper presents a novel algorithm to mine 
network-worm affinities, depending on their behavior database, that is, a threatening database extracted 
from a worm’s detection system. The affinities’ mining is accomplished in two steps. The first step 
involves mined port groups that were attacked by a common group of worms. The second step involves 
extracted implications of threatening affinities based on a certainty factor representing the threat 
degree. This certainty factor helps determine the degree of seriousness of the threat. Moreover, affinity 
implications are grouped according to a user-defined threshold, which represents an impending risk to 
a network. The proposed approach was intended to be applied to data retrieved from a production 
network using Inetmon, a network monitoring tool.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Recently, networks have been heavily used in different fields of interest. Despite the facilities they have 

practically brought in, they are not void of danger. They, for instance, contain diffused, myriad threats, and 
different types of malicious programs. Such programs affect the efficiency of networks when transmitting data, 
urging researchers to improve and develop techniques that block such threats. 

One type of threat is the “worm”, which is a malicious code that self-propagates within networks. A worm 
can spread very quickly through a network. There are many types of worms, such as Code Red (Han and 
Kamber, 2001), Blaster (Bailey et al., 2005), MyDoom (Guirguis et al., 2004), Malware (Moser et al., 2007), 
SoBig.f (Khayam et al., 2008), Sasser (Stopel et al., 2006), SQL slammer (Moore et al., 2003), and so on.  

Viruses and worms are considered serious threats to the security of data, in particular, and computers, in 
general. With computer networks spreading dramatically, meaning worms can be disseminated very quickly, 
researchers, therefore, need to double their efforts to find, and update techniques in blocking these threats 
(Lazarevic et al., 2005).  

Most of the efforts of researchers and scholars have been dedicated to analyzing the behaviors of worms 
when propagating from source to target computers via network sharing; no study has been made on the behavior 
of worms at target computers. With Microsoft Windows NT®, remote clients have the capability to read and 
write files on target computers when shared via a network. The server system of Microsoft is an essential 
operating system component. This component has the ability to supply an interface between a remotely initiated 
(input/output) request file and the local file of the system. This proves that such a component is not a file by 
itself, but a file server. One of the shortcomings of the server system, however, is that it provides little 
information about the operation of the initiated local file at the source computer. Such a disadvantage 
necessitates looking for practical solutions that could analyze worm behavior at the target computers (Swarup, 
2008). However, worm analysis at a source computer can be potentially problematic. For instance, it requires 
the worm to be active and running, and therefore to already have control of the local software environment. At 
this point, the worm has the ability to fight any security software installed on the local computer. Thus, the 
worm can damage both local and network computer resources. In addition, the user of a source computer 
generally has to take some action to activate the worm in the first place (Darmawan et al., 2009). For instance, 
the user might open an executable attachment to an e-mail or click on a worm file located in one of the user’s 
folders. Thus, techniques for blocking worms from a source computer would require an action on the user’s part. 
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Once the worm has been activated from the source computer, what is required is a method, system, or any 
computer readable media that could detect the arrival of worms at target computers when network sharing. 

Data mining embeds two main processes, namely, extraction and transformation. The first process includes 
non-trivially extracting implicit, unknown, and potentially useful information from a large amount of data stored 
in different repositories, such as databases or data warehouses. The second process involves transforming those 
information to users (Cios et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2010). 

Principal goals of data mining, in practice, can be classified into two main categories, namely, description 
and prediction (Chen, 2001; Mamdouh et al., 2009; Jiawei and Micheline). Description characterizes the general 
properties of data in a database, such as affinity grouping discovery and clustering. Prediction involves using 
some variables or fields in the database to predict unknown or future values of other variables of interest, much 
like classification (Al-Hamami et al., 2006; Al-Shalabi, 2011). 

The method used in the present paper does not detect such threats, but rather assesses the database that 
results from the detection system. That is, it aims to detect the dangerous ports through which viruses and 
worms attack. Assessment is conducted using data mining. This leads to high accuracy, which depends on the 
values of a suggested threshold called threatening degree. Also, this approach presents implications, which 
represent the affinity or relationship between the attacked ports, depending on the behavior of the attacker 
worms and viruses.  

(Paek and Sohn, 2007) proposed the architecture of a network-intrusion detection model generation system. 
Different techniques of data mining were utilized in devising different models. One such technique is (Sc4.5), 
which is concerned with setting the behavior of network data. Moreover, another important variable is the 
selection of the model for the user has to select a model that suits his/her requirements. After complementing 
C.45, sC.45 has been chosen to be the decision tree classification algorithm. Both C.45 and sC.45 are known for 
their accuracy; however, the latter has the ability to make a decision tree that is smaller than that produced by 
the former. 

(Si et al. 2009) suggested a network threat assessment based on the attribute recognition theory. The 
proposed framework consists of four stages, namely, detection, preprocess, analysis, and assessment. 
Assessment based on three phases, the first phase constructs data matrix depending on priority, srcnum, and 
frequency. The second stage normalizes matrix and calculates index weight with entropy. The last calculates 
attack scores. 

To quantify the assessment of network security, (Li and Guo, 2009) used Hidden Markove Model (HMM) 
real time. This model assesses network security risk based on five parameters, namely, severity, asset, priority, 
reliability, and threat. They also used Genetic algorithm to solve problems on Trans matrix and Obs matrix. 

(Zurutuza et al., 2008) proposed a modern framework that helps discover and analyze automatically traffic 
generated by different sources. These sources might embed computer-generated worms or any anomalous 
behaviors when they interact with non-sophisticated monitoring systems. 

(Swarup, 2008) proposed an approach to security assessment and analysis using artificial neural network 
based on pattern recognition.  

 The present research proposed a new approach in mining affinities between a set of ports, depending on 
worm alarm database obtained from the network. These affinities are obtained in two steps. The first step 
involves ports that exceed a user-defined threshold of threatening, called unsafe portgroups. The second step 
involves extracting affinities implications from unsafe portgroups according to a user-defined threshold, which 
is called affinity degree. These implications describe the strength of the relationship between ports according to 
the behavior of the worms. The discovery of port affinity grouping is very useful in specifying alarm levels and 
worm behaviors. 

 
2. Methodology: 

One of the strategies computer worms employ to prevent detection is the use of different methods and 
forms of rapid spreading. They always use different behaviors and signatures. Data transferred over a network 
are usually in the form of packets, which contain a lot of information, such as the number of types of protocols 
and data to be sent, and information, which go through a particular port. These packets, however, may also 
contain worms. 

Affinity is determined according to the behavior of the worms that attack these ports. This approach is 
accomplished in two steps, namely: 

1) Mining unsafe ports according to the number of worms attacking the ports. From these unsafe 
ports, one can find sets of ports that have a common attacker. This step is done repeatedly, i.e., the process starts 
with finding the unsafe port sets whose length is equal to one, and then those whose length is equal to two, and 
so on. The unsafe degree is specified according to a user-defined threshold of threatening level. 

2) Extracting the affinity grouping implication from the mined unsafe ports (output of step 1). Each 
implication is associated with a degree of affinity between the right-hand-side port set and the left-hand-side 
port set according to a user-defined threshold. 
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The first step is a largely computational step. The complexity of finding unsafe ports depends on the 
number of records in alarm database, number of ports, and number of worms attacking a net. To provide full 
understanding of the proposed methodology, the following formal problem definitions are presented. 

 
2.1 Formal Concepts of Ports’ Affinity Grouping Problem: 

The formal concepts of discovering portgroups’ affinity grouping can be described as follows: 
Let P= {p1, p2,...,pm} be a set of port names in a net. Let D be a set of threats (threatening database), where 

each threat T is a set of ports, such as T  P, and each threat is assigned a unique worm name, called Threat 
Worm Identifiers (TWI). Now, consider the following definitions: 

1. A portgroup X is a set of port names in P. X is called a k-portgroup if it contains k-port names from P. 
2. A threat T is said to contain (satisfy) X if X T. The threatening degree of a portgroup X in D, 

threatD(X), is the number of threats in D that contain X. 
3. A portgroup X is called an unsafe portgroup if threatD(X) in D exceeds a user-defined threshold called 

minimum threatening degree, MinThreat, and a Safe portgroup. 
4. A port affinity grouping implication is an implication of the form X  Y, where X P, Y  P, and X  Y 

=Φ. X is called the body of the implication, and Y is called the head of the implication. 
5. The affinity grouping implication X  Y holds in the threats, sets D with a threatening degree td, where 

td is the percentage of threat in D that contains X  Y (i.e., both X and Y). 
6. The affinity grouping implication X  Y has affinity degree ad in threat set D if ad is the percentage 

(fraction) of the threat in D containing X and Y, where ad = threatD (X  Y) /threatD(X)……………..eq.(1). 
 

3. A Proposed Algorithm to Mine Unsafe Portgroups, (AMUP): 
Table (1) includes samples of worm classes (super classes), namely, EM, IM, INT, IRC, and P2P. 
 

Table 1: Sample of Worms’ Classes (Generalized Database) 
Seq. Worms’ Classes No. of Worms 

in a Class 
Attacked Ports 

1 EM 140 25, 80, 110, 135, 139, 445 
2 IM 6 80, 110, 1863, 5050 
3 INT 100 25, 80, 135, 139, 445, 1433, 1434, 5050, 8888, 33333 
4 IRC 24 25, 80, 110, 445, 5050, 6667 
5 P2P 25 25, 80,110, 135, 139, 445, 1433, 1434, 1863, 5050, 6667, 8888, 33333 

 
Each class contains many worms. For example, the EM class includes 140 worms, which attack ports 25, 

80, 110, 135, 139, and 445. The names of worm classes are 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Therefore, the number of worms is 
295, classified into five classes.  

Table (2) depicts thirteen records of the threatening database, D, obtained using the Inetmon program from 
the National Advanced IPv6 Center of Excellence (NAv6). This program was applied on a NAv6 Network. The 
program represents a type of worm detector that contains more than 2000 records. For example, row#1 means 
that port 25 is attacked by the worms EM, INT, IRC, and P2P; therefore, the threatening degree is 289. The 
meaning of the rest of the rows can be explained in the same manner. 

 
Table 2: Example of threatening database, D 

Seq. Attacked Port 
(Portgroup) 

Threat-Worm-Identifiers, TWIs Threatening Degree, 
TreatD 

1 25 EM, INT, IRC, P2P 289 
2 80 EM, IM, INT, IRC, P2P 295 
3 110 EM, IM, IRC, P2P 195 
4 135 EM, INT, P2P 265 

5 139 EM, INT, P2P 265 
6 445 EM, IRC, P2P 189 
7 1433 INT, P2P 125 
8 1434 EM, INT, P2P 265 
9 1863 IM, P2P 31 
10 5050 IM, INT, IRC, P2P 155 
11 6667 IRC, P2P 49 
12 8888 INT, P2P 125 
13 33333 INT, P2P 125 

 
The first step in mining affinity grouping implications is accomplished using the proposed algorithm 

presented in Figure (1). The search space of the generated portgroups is very huge; therefore, we use the 
following heuristic to minimize the search space: “all the subsets of an unsafe portgroup are unsafe too”. A k-
portgroup X should pass two tests, that is, all its (k-1)-portgroups should be unsafe, and threatD(X) ≥ 
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MinThreat. AMUP is a breadth-first search-dependent algorithm, i.e., it generates unsafe 1-portgroups, and, 
depending on them, generates unsafe 2-portgroups, and so on until no more unsafe portgroups could be 
generated.  

The input to AMUP is MinThreat and a threatening database, D. Line#1 saves all the unsafe 1-portgroups in 
Unsafe1. This step is easily accomplished by specifying all 1-portgroups that have td≥MinThreat. A fragment of 
unsafe 1-portgroups database is presented in Table (1). Line#2 represents a loop, which repeatedly calls the 
function candidate_unsafe_portgroups_generator. This function represents the chest of AMUP. It generates 
unsafe k-portgroups from the discovered (k-1)-portgroups. Tables (3), (4), (5), (6), and (9) depict some rows of 
the mined 2-portgroups, 3-portgroups, 4-portgroups, 5-portgroups, 6-portgroups, 7-portgroups, 8-portgroups,and 
9-portgroups, respectively, with their threatening degrees according to MinThreat=25. The 9-portgroup is the 
last discovered portgroup and the 10-portgroup is an empty set. Line#s 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 accomplish the 
second test, i.e., excluding the candidate unsafe k-portgroup if its threatening degree is less than MinThreat, 
otherwise it should be added to the set of unsafe k-portgroups. The first test is done by 
candidate_unsafe_portgroups_generator. Figure (1) presents the pseudo code of this function. 

 
Table 3: Sample of 2-portgroup Database 

Seq. Attacked Port 
(Portgroup) 

Threat-Worm-Identifiers, TWIs Threatening Degree, 
TreatD 

1 25, 80 EM, INT, IRC, P2P 289 
2 25, 110 EM, IRC, P2P 189 
3 25, 135 EM, INT, P2P 265 
4 25, 139 EM, INT, P2P 265 
… ….. ….. ….. 

 

 
                                 

Fig. 1: AMUP Pseudo Code 
 

Table 4: 7-portgroup Database 
Seq. Attacked Port (Portgroup) Threat-Worm-Identifiers, 

TWIs 
Threatening Degree, 

TreatD 

 

25, 80, 135, 139, 1433, 1434, 5050, 8888, 33333 
INT, P2P 125 

 … ….. ….. 

 
3.1 Candidate Unsafe Portgroups Generator Function: 

 As mentioned previously, this function produces k-portgroups from (k-1)-portgroups. Therefore, the input 
to the function is Unsafek-1. It picks two (k-1)-portgroups, which should have the same (k-2) ports. Therefore, 
right_trim function trims (k-2) ports from u1 and trims (k-2) ports, and stores them in U1T and U2T, and in the 
remaining port of u1 and u2 in Lastport1 and LastPort2, respectively.  
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The order function commands and concatenates LastPort1 and LastPort2 to be stored in 
FirstPort_SecondPort. The generated candidate is obtained by concatenation of U1T and FirstPort_SecondPort. 
Lines# 8, 9, 10, and 11 accomplish the first pruning step by eliminating a candidate k-portgroup if any of its (k-
1) subsets is safe. 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: Candidate Unsafe Portgroups Generation Algorithm 

 
For example, suppose that Candidate_unsafe_portgroups_generator receives (Unsafe6) to generate Unsafe7 

and Unsafe6, containing the following two unsafe portgroups: u1=“135, 139, 1433, 1434, 445, 33333” and 
u2=“135, 139, 1433, 1434, 445, 8888”. Hence, the outputs of right trim are U1T=”135, 139, 1433, 1434, 445”; 
U2T=“135, 139, 1433, 1434, 445”; LastPort1=”33333”; and LastPort2=”8888”. The order function produces 
FirstPort_SecondPort =”33333, 8888”. Therefore, the candidate is “135, 139, 1433, 1434, 445, 33333, 8888”, 
which is added to Candidate_Unsafe_Portgroups7 . Lines# 8, 9, 10, and 11 accomplish the first elimination step 
to reduce the number of threatening databases, which is done by degenerating the candidate to its 6-portgroups. 
The candidate is added to Unsafe7 if all its 6-portgroups are members of the Unsafe6; otherwise, it is ignored 
and regarded as a safe port group.  

 
3.2 Affinity Grouping Implications Generating:  

This represents the second step in port affinity grouping discovery, which is accomplished by the algorithm 
presented in Figure (3). After determining the unsafe portgroup, the algorithm on port affinity grouping 
implications begins the second step based on its input, which is the set of all discovered unsafe portgroups 
UNSAFE; Unsafe1, Unsafe2, …, Unsafek, which hold 1-portgroups, 2-portgroups, …, k-portgroups, respectively. 

 

 
 
Fig. 3: Algorithm of Ports affinity grouping Implication Generator 
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For example, suppose the algorithm tries to construct threatening implications depending on one of 3-
portgroups, say Unsafe= {135, 139, 1434}. The proper subsets of Unsafe are {135}, {139}, {1434}, {135, 139}, 
{135, 1434}, and {139, 1434}. For the first threatening implication shown in Table (9), let Subset_of_Unsafe 
={135, 139}, so that (Unsafe – Subset_of_Unsafe) = {1434}. We consider the implication I: {135,139}  
{1434}. The support is the proportion of threats in D database, in which both {135, 139} and {445} occur, which 
is 265 (or 89%) out of the 295 total threats. To find the affinity degree of I, note that {135, 139} occurs in 265 of 
the 295 threats, 265 of which also contain {1434}, giving an AD of 265/265 = 100%.  

 
Table 5: Potential Affinity Grouping Implication 

If Body, then Head Threate-ning Degree Affinity Degree 
 

If attack 135 and 139, then attack 1434 
{135, 139}  {1434} 

265 265/265=100% 

If attack 135 and 1434, then attack 139 
{135, 1434}  {139} 

265 265/265=100% 

If attack 139 and 1434, then attack 135 
{139,1434}  {135} 

265 265/265=100% 

If attack 25 and 139, then attack 6667 
{25, 139}  {6667} 

25 25/265=9% 

If attack 25 and 6667, then attack 139 
{25, 6667}  {139} 

25 25/49=62% 

If attack 139 and 6667, then attack 25 
{139,6667}  {25} 

25 25/25=100% 

 
This means that there is a very high affinity between ports 135, 139, and 1434. This implication also 

indicates that the worms in set {EM, INT, P2P} have similar behaviors on these ports. Therefore, the protection 
system should expect that when one of these ports is attacked, then the remaining two ports in this port group 
would be attacked too. The statistics for the second Portset implication in Table (5) is {25,139}  {6667} of 
affinity degree (25/265) = 9%. The threatening degree is still 265 (89%), but the affinity degree falls to 9%. This 
is because {25,139} occurs in 265 threats, 265 of which also contain {6667}.  

Finally, we turn to single-body/single-head implications. Applying the implication generation algorithm 
presented in Figure (3) and using the {135, 139} and {25, 80} 2-portgroups of Unsafe2, the probable 
implications shown in Table (6) can be generated. To provide an overall measure of usefulness for an 
implication, analysts sometimes multiply support with confidence. This allows analysts to rank the implications 
according to a combination of prevalence and accuracy. Table (6) provides such a list for the present data set, 
after filtering first the implications through a minAD level of 90%. 

 
Table 6: Candidate Implication Ranked by TD × AD. 

If Body,  Then Head Threatening Degree, TD Affinity  
Degree, AD 
 

TD × AD Threat-ening Ratio 

If attack 25, then attack 80 289 100% 289 0.979 
If attack 139, then attack 135 289 97% 280.33 0.950 
If attack 135, then attack 445 125 43% 53.75 0.1822 
If attack 445, then attack 135 125 100% 125 0.423 
If attack 139, then attack 445 125 42% 52.5 0.177 
If attack 445, then attack 139 125 100% 125 0.423 

 
The process illustrated above is done in the same manner for all 2-portgroups, 3-portgroups, …, and 9-

portgroups of Unsafe1, Unsafe2, …, and Unsafe9, respectively, which are mined from the example database 
presented in Table (2). Therefore, there are a huge number of affinity implications which can be extracted from 
all unsafe portgroups. An increment in the minAD value diminishes the number of interesting implications 
mined according to this value from the set of unsafe portgroups extracted based on minThreatD. 

The affinity grouping implications generator algorithm has an important role in calculating threatening 
degree. This final value is used for the threat assessment of the ports that are most vulnerable to worm attacks. 

Designing suitable techniques to visualize and report interesting implications is required because of the 
large number of these threatening implications. 

 
Results: 

Some results and analyses are presented in the previous section. The proposed approach is applied on many 
threatening databases, which are obtained through a worm detection program. The results obtained are of high 
accuracy, understandability, novelty, and are very interesting. Indeed, the research “hits many birds in one 
throw” because the proposed approach can be used for assessment, determining relationships of worms 
according to their behaviors, grouping ports according to the attacking worms, and classifying worms and ports 
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according to the degree of threat. The last benefit can be accomplished by machine learning subsystem, which 
constructs classification implications (rules). In the present work and also for assessment purposes, the 
threatening implication was divided into three levels of hazardousness. The first level includes all implications 
that have affinity degrees satisfying the user-defined threshold MinAD to (MinAD+100%)/4. The second level 
contains all the implications of affinity degrees, ranging from (MinAD+(MinAD+100%)/4)) to 
(MinAD+100%)/2. The third level involves all implications of higher affinity degree, AD. The number of 
implications increases when the values of MinAD and MinThreat threshold are decreased. Indeed, the 
discovered affinity implications are very huge when the threatening database exceeds 1000 threats; therefore, 
selection of a true alarm implication becomes a difficult duty and requires an expert user. To increase the 
filtration ability of the system, using TD × AD, which excludes uninteresting implications, is suggested. Also, 
another factor, called threatening ratio, is used. Based on Table (6), the threatening ratio for an implication of the 
form X Y is 
 
 Threatening ratio= (TD X AD)/ Total Threat: 

Important by-product results obtained from the proposed approach are affinities between super classes of 
the ports or between super classes and subclasses. These affinities are called multi-dimension implications. 
According to database presented in Table (1), they corresponds to the affinities between EM, IM, INT, IRC, and 
P2P super classes or between the superclasses and their subclasses. This type of implications was obtained by 
extending the threatening database threats. This was done by mentioning the super class when its sub is 
mentioned in a threat. After that, the suggested mining algorithm is carried to the extended database.  

The suggested approach can name groups of port names that threatens the security of computers most It 
also identifies worm movements through the ports, which is an important factor in assessing the security of 
computers and networks. The approach can be considered as an effective and complementary program for 
detection. The following are some implications with their threatening degrees, which are constructed from the 
unsafe ports. 

 
9-Portgroup = {25, 80, 135, 139, 1433, 1434, 5050, 8888, 33333} 
 1) 25, 80, 135, 139, 1433, 1434, 5050, 8888  33333 = (125/125)*100% = 100% 
 2) 25, 80, 135, 139, 1433, 1434, 5050, 33333 8888 = (125/125)*100% = 100% 
 3) 25, 80, 135, 139, 1433, 1434, 8888, 33333  5050 = (125/125)*100% = 100% 
 4) 25, 80, 135, 139, 1433, 5050, 8888, 33333 1434 = (125/125)*100% = 100% 
 5) 25, 80, 135, 139, 1434, 5050, 8888, 33333 1433 = (125/125)*100% = 100% 
 6) 25, 80, 135, 1433, 1434, 5050, 8888, 33333  139 = (125/125)*100% = 100%  
 7) 25, 80, 139, 1433, 1434, 5050, 8888, 33333  135 = (125/125)*100% = 100% 
8) 25, 135, 139, 1433, 1434, 5050, 8888, 33333  80 = (125/125)*100% = 100% 
9) 80, 135, 139, 1433, 1434, 5050, 8888, 33333  25 = (125/125)*100% = 100% 
 
Based on the above results, these ports (25, 80, 135, 139, 1433, 1434, 5050, 8888, 33333) are very 

dangerous. 
 On the contrary, another group has weakened coherence by 20%, as demonstrated below, according to the 

unsafe Portgroups = {25, 445, 8888} 
 
 1) 25,445  8888 = (25/185) * 100%= 13% 
 2) 25,8888  445 = (25/125) * 20%= 20% 
 3) 25 445, 8888 = (25/289) * 100%= 8% 
 

Conclusions: 
In the present research, a new approach to worm threat assessment, which depends on threat database 

mining, was presented. This approach does not claim to have the solution to all aspects of this challenge, but the 
system can watch and detect 

1) Correlations and their strengths between attacked ports, 
2) Correlations and their strengths between worms, depending on their behavior, 
3) Affinities’ implications on ports and|or worms supported by the level of risk of each implication, and 
4) Changes in the behaviors of worms. 
Also, this approach can be embedded in a detection and protection system to prevent worms from attacking 

more ports in a network. The mined implication can be regarded as learning rules. When a worm is detected, the 
ports in a true alert implication containing the worm should be protected by the protection system. 

By experience, determining the true alert implications is not an easy task. 
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